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The Discovery of the Top Quark54 Scientific American September 1997

In March 1995 scientists gathered
at a hastily called meeting at Fer-
milab—the Fermi National Accel-

erator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill., near
Chicago—to witness a historic event. In
back-to-back seminars, physicists from
rival experiments within the lab an-
nounced the discovery of a new particle,
the top quark. A decades-long search
for one of the last missing pieces in the
Standard Model of particle physics had
come to an end.

The top quark is the sixth, and quite
possibly the last, quark. Along with
leptons—the electron and its relatives—

quarks are the building blocks of mat-
ter. The lightest quarks, designated “up”
and “down,” make up the familiar pro-
tons and neutrons. Along with the elec-
trons, these make up the entire periodic
table. Heavier quarks (such as the charm,
strange, top and bottom quarks) and
leptons, though abundant in the early
moments after the big bang, are now
commonly produced only in accelera-
tors. The Standard Model describes the
interactions among these building blocks.
It requires that leptons and quarks each
come in pairs, often called generations.

Physicists had known that the top

must exist since 1977, when its partner,
the bottom, was discovered. But the top
proved exasperatingly hard to find. Al-
though a fundamental particle with no
discernible structure, the top quark
turns out to have a mass of 175 billion
electron volts (GeV)—as much as an
atom of gold and far greater than most
theorists had anticipated. The proton,
made of two ups and one down, has a
mass of just under 1 GeV. (The electron
volt is a unit of energy, related to mass
via E = mc

2.)
Creating a top quark thus required

concentrating immense amounts of en-

VIOLENT COLLISION between a proton and
an antiproton (center) creates a top quark (red)
and an antitop (blue). These decay to other
particles, typically producing a number of jets
and possibly an electron or positron.
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The Discovery 
of the Top Quark

Finding the sixth quark involved the world’s

most energetic collisions and a cast of thousands

by Tony M. Liss and Paul L. Tipton

Copyright 1997 Scientific American, Inc.

[Scientific American, September 1997]

A Brief History of the Top Quark

1973: CP violation in the 
standard model requires three 
quark generations

1977: discovery of the bottom 
quark → first quark of the 3rd 
generation

1980ies: search for “light” top 
quarks in the decay W+ → tb, 
electroweak precision data 
indicate “heavy” top

1992: first indication for “heavy” 
top quarks at the Tevatron

1995: Tevatron experiments 
CDF and DØ publish discovery 
of the top quark with a mass of 
about 175 GeV
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Top – The Special One

Large mass: mt ≈ 173 GeV
Close to scale of electroweak 
symmetry breaking
Yukawa coupling f ≈1

→ the only “normal quark”?

Top is the only „free” quark: life time much smaller than hadronization time

→ No bound states, spin transferred to decay products
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Questions in Top Quarks Physics

4

Always 
a b quark?

Electroweak 
V–A interaction?

Always 
a W boson?

Isospin 
partner of the 

b quark?

 “Zweifle an allem wenigstens 
einmal, und wäre es auch der 

Satz: zwei mal zwei ist vier” 
(G. F. Lichtenberg)

Production 
Mechanism?

Mass?
Charge?

Associated 
Production?
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Analyzing Top Quark Events

Top decay in the standard 
model: B(t → Wb) ≈ 100%

Challenging signature: 
multiple leptons & (b-)jets, 
missing transverse energy

tt decay signatures 
characterized by W decays:

All-Hadronic: 45% of all decays, 
large QCD background

Lepton+Jets: 30% of all decays, 
moderate backgrounds

Dilepton: 5% of all decays, very 
clean, but small branching fraction

5
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Tevatron Run II: 2001–2011

6

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory – Aerial View
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Tevatron Run II: 2001–2011

6

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory – Aerial View

[Fermilab Visual Media Service]

2 km

Tevatron

Proton-antiproton collider: 
√s = 1.96 TeV
End of Tevatron operation: 
September 30, 2011
Total integrated luminosity: 
12 fb–1 (10 fb–1 for analysis)
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LHC – the Large Hadron Collider

7
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LHC – the Large Hadron Collider

7

ATLAS Experiment: 
multi-purpose experiment

CMS Experiment:
multi-purpose experiment

Proton-proton collider
LHC Run I: 2010–2013
2010/2011: approx. 5 fb–1 
at √s = 7 TeV
2012: approx. 20 fb–1 
at √s = 8 TeV
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From the Tevatron to the LHC
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Authors Tops Produced 
per Experiment

Tops 
Reconstructed 

(Lepton+Jets, 1 b-Tag)

Tevatron Run II 600 70,000 2000

LHC Run I 2500 6 million 150,000

LHC Run II 50–100 million/year
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From the Tevatron to the LHC
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Authors Tops Produced 
per Experiment

Tops 
Reconstructed 

(Lepton+Jets, 1 b-Tag)

Tevatron Run II 600 70,000 2000

LHC Run I 2500 6 million 150,000

LHC Run II 50–100 million/year
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From the Tevatron to the LHC

8

Authors Tops Produced 
per Experiment

Tops 
Reconstructed 

(Lepton+Jets, 1 b-Tag)

Tevatron Run II 600 70,000 2000

LHC Run I 2500 6 million 150,000

LHC Run II 50–100 million/year

LHC: Top Factory 
Excellent Detectors – Unprecedented Statistics 



Recent workshop of the top 
physics community in Durbach: 

Several new results 
Lots of fruitful discussions
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Outline

10

Top Pair Production

Single Top Production

Top + “Something Else”

Top Properties & New Physics
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Top Pair Production

Single Top Production

Top + “Something Else”

Top Properties & New Physics

Top Pair Production: 
The Race for 

Ultimate Precision
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Top Production Cross Section 
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Challenge for theory
Major breakthrough in early 
2013: full NNLO+NNLL 
(Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov)
Typical uncertainty on total tt 
cross section: approx. 4% 
Upcoming: differential cross 
sections, production 
asymmetries, …

Challenge for experiment
Measurement of absolute 
production rates
Requirements: best possible 
detector calibration, 
background estimation, 
and MC modeling

!!2"
gg j"!0 # c1 ln!"" $ c0 $O!"": (13)

The constant c1 # %5:1891075 . . . is known exactly [23].
To improve the accuracy of the partonic result (5) in the
high-energy limit, we have imposed on it the logarithmic
behavior &c1 ln!"" implied by Eq. (13). Numerical pre-
diction for the constant term c0 was given in Ref. [24]. Our
fits return the value c0 ' %31:96$ 0:1119NL which falls
within the range estimated in Ref. [24].

The parton level results derived in this section can be
used to derive an estimate for the so-far unknown constant

C!2"
gg appearing in the threshold approximation [17].

Expanding Eq. (5) around the limit # ! 0, we obtain

C!2"
gg ' 338:179% 26:8912NL $ 0:142848N2

L: (14)

As explained in Ref. [25], the estimate (14) for C!2"
gg has

to be used with caution, and a sizable uncertainty should be
assumed. We have no good way of estimating the error on
the extracted constant, and to be reasonably conservative,
in the following we take this error to be 50%.

The constant C!2"
gg is related [26] to the hard matching

coefficients H!2"
gg;1;8 needed for next-to-next-to-leading

logarithm (NNLL) soft-gluon resummation matched to
NNLO. However, since our calculation deals with the
color-averaged cross section, we cannot extract both con-

stants H!2"
gg;1;8. We proceed as follows.

Close to threshold, the color singlet and color octet con-

tributions to !!2"
gg have independent constant terms C!2"

gg;1;8,

with the constant C!2"
gg in Eq. (14) being their color average.

We parametrize the second unknown combination ofC!2"
gg;1;8

by their ratio R!2"
gg ( C!2"

gg;8=C
!2"
gg;1, which has the advantage

of being normalization independent. For any guessed value

of R!2"
gg , together with Eq. (14), we can extract values for the

hard matching constantsH!2"
gg;1;8. As a guide for a reasonable

value ofR!2"
gg we take the one-loop result (see Refs. [17,25]):

R!1"
gg ( C!1"

gg;8=C
!1"
gg;1 ' 2:18.

In the following, we vary R!2"
gg in the range 0:1)R!2"

gg)8;

for each value of R!2"
gg we then vary the color-averaged

constant C!2"
gg by an additional 50%. We observe that

as a result of this rather conservative variation, the
NNLO$ NNLL theoretical prediction for LHC 8 TeV
changes by 0.4% (in central value) and by 0.2% (in scale
dependence). Given the negligible phenomenological
impact of these variations, we choose as our default values

H!2"
gg;1 ' 53:17; H!2"

gg;8 ' 96:34 !for NL ' 5" (15)

derived from Eq. (14) and the midrange value R!2"
gg ' 1.

Calculation of gg ! t!t$ X through O!$4
S".—The

calculation of the O!$4
S" corrections to gg ! t!t$ X is

performed in complete analogy to the calculations of the
remaining partonic reactions [12–14]. The two-loop virtual
corrections are computed in Ref. [27], utilizing the ana-
lytical form for the poles [28]. We have computed the one-
loop squared amplitude; it has previously been computed
in Ref. [29]. The real-virtual corrections are derived by
integrating the one-loop amplitude with a counterterm that
regulates it in all singular limits [30]. The finite part of the
one-loop amplitude is computed with a code used in the
calculation of pp ! t!t$ jet at NLO [31]. The double-real
corrections are computed in Ref. [11]. The factorization of
initial state collinear singularities as well as %F;R scale
dependence is computed in a standardway, seeRefs. [13,14].
Phenomenological applications.—In Table I we present

our most precise predictions for the Tevatron and
LHC at 7, 8, and 14 TeV. All numbers are computed for
m ' 173:3 GeV and the MSTW2008nnlo68cl parton
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Recent Results: Tevatron Combination

12

=1.96 TeVs cross section (pb) at t tA pp

CDF dilepton -18.8 fb 0.67 pb± 0.49 ± 7.09 
 0.83 pb±         

CDF ANN lepton+jets -14.6 fb 0.41 pb± 0.38 ± 7.82 
 0.56 pb±         

CDF SVX lepton+jets -14.6 fb 0.61 pb± 0.36 ± 7.32 
 0.71 pb±         

CDF all-jets -12.9 fb 1.18 pb± 0.50 ± 7.21 
 1.28 pb±         

CDF combined -1 8.8 fb) 0.39 pb± 0.31 ± 7.63 
 0.50 pb±         

DØ dilepton -15.4 fb 0.85 pb± 7.36 

DØ lepton+jets -15.3 fb 0.74 pb± 7.90 

DØ combined -15.4 fb 0.56 pb± 0.20 ± 7.56 
 0.59 pb±         

Tevatron combined
 = 172.5 GeVtm

-1 8.8 fb) 0.36 pb± 0.20 ± 7.60 
 0.41 pb±         

=1.96 TeVs cross section (pb) at t tA pp
6 7 8 9

Tevatron Run IITheory @ NNLO+NNLL:
(7.24 +0.23–0.27) pb

(uncertainty: 3.4%)

Combined
uncertainty: 5.4%

[arXiv:1309.7570]
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Recent Results: LHC @ 7 TeV

13

 [pb]
tt

!
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ATLAS Preliminary

 = 7 TeVsData 2011, 

Channel & Lumi.

12 Sep 2013

scale uncertainty
scale+PDF uncertainty

NNLO+NNLL (top++ 2.0)

 = 172.5 GeVtopPDF4LHC m

stat. uncertainty
total uncertainty

(lumi)±(syst) ±(stat) ± 
tt

!

Single lepton -10.70 fb  7 pb± 9 ± 4 ±179 

Dilepton
-1

0.70 fb  pb-  7
+ 8

  -  11
+ 14 6 ±173 

All hadronic
-11.02 fb

 6 pb± 78 ± 18 ±167 

Combination  7 pb± -  7

+ 8
 3 ±177 

"µ X#Single lepton, b 
-1

4.66 fb
 3 pb± 17 ± 2 ±165 

 + jetshad$
-11.67 fb  46 pb± 18 ±194 

 + leptonhad$
-12.05 fb  7 pb± 20 ± 13 ±186 

All hadronic
-14.7 fb

 7 pb± -  57
+ 60 12 ±168 

) (pb)t(tσ

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
-0.7

5.8

+jetsτCMS   3± 32 ± 12 ±152 
arXiv:1301.5755 (L=3.9/fb)  lumi.)± syst. ± stat. ±(val. 

)τµ,τCMS dilepton (e   3± 22 ± 14 ±143 
Phys. Rev. D 85 (2012) 112007  lumi.)± syst. ± stat. ±(val. 
(L=2.2/fb)

CMS all-hadronic   3± 26 ± 10 ±139 
arXiv:1302.0508 (L=3.5/fb)  lumi.)± syst. ± stat. ±(val. 

)µ,eµµCMS dilepton (ee,   4±  5 ±  2 ±162 
JHEP 11 (2012) 067 (L=2.3/fb)  lumi.)± syst. ± stat. ±(val. 

+jetsµCMS e/   4± 10 ±  2 ±158 
Phys. Lett. B 720 (2013) 83  lumi.)± syst. ± stat. ±(val. 
(L=2.2-2.3/fb)

 = 7 TeVsCMS Preliminary, 

NNLO+NNLL QCD, Czakon et al., arXiv:1303.6254
Approx. NNLO+NNLL QCD, Aliev et al., Comput.Phys.Commun. 182 (2011) 1034
Approx. NNLO+NNLL QCD, Kidonakis, Phys.Rev.D 82 (2010) 114030
Approx. NNLO+NNLL QCD, Ahrens et al., JHEP 1009 (2010) 097
NLO QCD

[https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/
CombinedSummaryPlots]

[https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/
PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots]

Most precise: 
dilepton channel 

(4.1% uncertainty)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/CombinedSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/CombinedSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/CombinedSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/AtlasPublic/CombinedSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
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The Path Towards Ultimate Precision
8 TeV: consistent cross section 
results, uncertainties still slightly 
larger (e.g. luminosity, pileup)

Major progress in the last years 
Lepton+jets: in-situ constraints of 
systematics
Dilepton – the new gold-plated 
channel in LHC era: large data 
samples, almost background-free
Conceptual progress – better 
separation of uncertainties: detector 
vs. signal vs. background modeling

Current limitation: extrapolation 
to full phase space with MC tools

Fiducial cross sections 
Differential cross sections

14
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)-1D0 combined (5.4 fb

Approx. NNLO QCD (pp)
Scale uncertainty

 PDF uncertainty⊗Scale 
)pApprox. NNLO QCD (p

Scale uncertainty
 PDF uncertainty⊗Scale 

Langenfeld, Moch, Uwer, Phys. Rev. D80 (2009) 054009
MSTW 2008 NNLO PDF, 90% C.L. uncertainty

[https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/
PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots]

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOPSummaryPlots
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Fiducial Cross Section

Idea: measure cross section only in part of phase space accessible to 
experiment → reduced model dependence, comparison with models

Implementation: particle-level selection close reconstruction cuts

15

10.1. Event selection and measurement approach

Table 10.2.: Selected events in the e + jets channel for a given jet multiplicity. Uncer-
tainties shown are statistical only. The predicted sum of events is calcu-
lated for each tt̄ generator. The W + jets and QCD multi-jet production
background normalisation is obtained from data-driven methods described
in Chapter 6.

2 jets 3 jets 4 jets Ø 5 jets
POWHEG+PYTHIA tt̄ 5770±40 10730±50 9310±50 7100±40
POWHEG+HERWIG tt̄ 5570±20 10690±20 9780±20 7670±20
MC@NLO tt̄ 5810±20 11150±20 10120±20 6630±20
AlpGEN+PYTHIA tt̄ 5370±20 10730±40 10200±40 8230±40
AlpGEN+HERWIG tt̄ 5580±30 10990±50 10420±50 8320±40
W + jets 4240±70 1090±30 300±10 90±10
Wbb̄ + jets 4440±70 1790±40 620±20 220±10
Wcc̄ + jets 3480±60 1340±30 460±20 180±10
Wc + jets 5480±50 1220±20 260±10 62±5
single-top t-channel 2230±10 1197±8 433±5 149±3
single-top Wt 772±9 813±9 402±7 173±5
single-top s-channel 200±1 74±1 19±0 5±0
Z + jets/dibosons 1210±20 650±10 254±7 118±5
QCD multi-jets 2360±60 970±50 300±40 170±30
sum pred. (POWHEG+PYTHIA) 30190±140 19880±90 12370±70 8260±50
sum pred. (POWHEG+HERWIG) 29990±140 19840±80 12840±50 8830±40
sum pred. (MC@NLO) 30230±140 20310±80 13170±50 7790±40
sum pred. (AlpGEN+PYTHIA) 29790±140 19880±90 13260±60 9390±50
sum pred. (AlpGEN+HERWIG) 30000±140 20150±100 13480±70 9480±60
data 31553 20958 13023 8448

Table 10.3.: Particle level vs. reconstruction level event selection cuts. Details of the
reconstructed objects used can be found in Chapter 4. Basic event level
cuts are not shown here.

particle level reconstruction level

exactly one lepton (dressed e or µ),
pT > 25 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

exactly one isolated lepton (e or µ),
pT > 25 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

veto second lepton (dressed e or µ),
pT > 15 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

veto second isolated lepton (e or µ),
pT > 25 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

at least three jets, anti-kT (R = 0.4),
pT > 25 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

at least three jets, anti-kT (R = 0.4),
pT > 25 GeV and ÷ < 2.5

at least one b-tagged jet, B hadron with
pT > 5 GeV within �R = 0.3 of the jet

at least one b-tagged jet, MV1 algorithm at
70% e�ciency

Emiss
T > 25 GeV, all neutrinos in the event Emiss

T > 30 GeV
mW

T > 30 GeV mW
T > 30 GeV

181

[D
issertation C

. Lange, H
U

 B
erlin 2013]
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Fiducial Cross Section: Result

16

10. Fiducial cross section measurement

Likelihood Discriminant
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Figure 10.12.: Result of the combined likelihood fit in the six lepton + jets channels to
data. Statistics tests of the compatibility of the fitted stack of templates
with data are shown as well.
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198

[D
issertation C

. Lange, H
U

 B
erlin 2013]

Fit to Multivariate Likelihood Discriminant

Fiducial cross section: (24.4 +2.0–1.9) pb
(Acceptance for PowHeg+Pythia: 13.9%)

Preliminary, NOT a 
public ATLAS result
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Differential Cross Sections

17

Eur. Phys. J. C (2013) 73:2261 Page 7 of 28

Fig. 2 Distributions of the
reconstructed (a–b) t t̄ mass,
mtt̄ , (c–d) the t t̄ transverse
momentum, pT,t t̄ , and (e–f) the
t t̄ rapidity, ytt̄ , before
background subtraction and
unfolding. In (a–b) and (c–d)
the bin corresponding to the
largest mtt̄ (pT,t t̄ ) value
includes events with mtt̄ (pT,t t̄ )
larger than 2700 GeV
(700 GeV). The largest
reconstructed mtt̄ in the µ + jets
channel is 2603 GeV. Data are
compared to the expectation
derived from simulation and
data-driven estimates. All
selection criteria are applied for
the (a, c, e) e + jets and (b, d, f)
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uncertainty bands include all
contributions given in Sect. 6
except those from PDF and
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sured in data using the same methods as in Refs. [42, 56].
Jet energy resolution uncertainties range from 9–17 % for jet
pT ! 30 GeV to about 5–9 % for jet pT > 180 GeV depend-
ing on jet !. The jet reconstruction efficiency uncertainty is
1–2 %. The uncertainties from the energy scale and resolu-
tion corrections on leptons and jets are propagated to the un-
certainties on missing transverse momentum. Uncertainties
on Emiss

T also include contributions arising from calorime-

ter cells not associated to jets and from soft jets (those in
the range 7 GeV < pT < 20 GeV). The b-tagging efficiency
scale factors have uncertainties between 6 % to 15 %, and
mis-tag rate scale factor uncertainties range from 10 % to
21 %. The scale factors are derived from data and parame-
terized as a function of jet pT.

A small region of the liquid argon calorimeter could not
be read out in a subset of the data corresponding to 42 % of
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Fig. 3 Migration matrices for
(a–b) mtt̄ , (c–d) pT,t t̄ , and (e–f)
ytt̄ estimated from simulated t t̄
events passing all (left) e + jets
and (right) µ + jets selection
criteria. The unit of the matrix
elements is the probability for
an event generated at a given
value to be reconstructed at
another value

which includes the full covariance matrix between the chan-
nels. Since the covariance matrix is used in the weight-
ing, the estimate is a best linear unbiased estimator of
the cross-section. The covariance matrix is determined in
simulated events using the same pseudo-experiment pro-
cedure outlined in the previous section and derived from
Eq. (5).

8 Results

To reduce systematic uncertainties only relative cross-
sections (differential cross-section normalized to the mea-
sured inclusive cross-section) are reported. The full pro-
cedure for the differential measurement is also contracted
down to one bin to perform the measurement of the inclu-

Migration Matrix

[Eur. J. Phys. C73 (2013) 2261]
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Fig. 5 Relative differential
cross-section versus (a–b) mtt̄ ,
(c) pT,t t̄ and (d) ytt̄ . Note that
the histograms are a graphical
representation of Table 3. This
means that only the bin ranges
along the x-axis (and not the
position of the vertical error bar)
can be associated to the relative
differential cross-section values
on the y-axis. The relative
cross-section in each bin shown
in Table 3 is compared to the
NLO prediction from
MCFM [8]. For mtt̄ the results
are also compared with the
NLO+NNLL prediction from
Ref. [7]. The measured
uncertainty represents 68 %
confidence level including both
statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The bands
represent theory uncertainties
(see Sect. 8 for details).
Predictions from MC@NLO
and ALPGEN are shown for
fixed settings of the generators’
parameters (details are found in
Sect. 8)

No significant deviations from the SM expectations pro-
vided by the different MC generators are observed. The SM
prediction for the relative cross-section distribution can be
tested against the measured values by using the covariance
matrix between the measured bins of the combined results.

9 Conclusions

Using a dataset of 2.05 fb!1, the relative differential cross-
section for t t̄ production is measured as a function of three
properties of the t t̄ system: mass (mtt̄ ), pT (pT,t t̄ ) and rapid-
ity (ytt̄ ). The background-subtracted, detector-unfolded val-
ues of 1/! d!/dmtt̄ , 1/! d!/dpT,t t̄ and 1/! d!/dyt t̄ are
reported together with their respective covariance matrices,
and compared to theoretical calculations. The measurement
uncertainties range typically between 10 % and 20 % and
are generally dominated by systematic effects. No signifi-
cant deviations from the SM expectations provided by the
different MC generators are observed.
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particle level (often in fiducial volume)
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Fig. 10 Normalised differential tt̄ production cross section in the
dilepton channels as a function of the pt

T (top left) and yt (top right)
of the top quarks, and the ptt̄

T (middle left), ytt̄ (middle right), and
mtt̄ (bottom) of the top-quark pairs. The superscript ‘t’ refers to both
top quarks and antiquarks. The inner (outer) error bars indicate the

statistical (combined statistical and systematic) uncertainty. The mea-
surements are compared to predictions from MADGRAPH, POWHEG,
and MC@NLO, and to NLO + NNLL [15] and approximate NNLO
[16, 17] calculations, when available. The MADGRAPH prediction is
shown both as a curve and as a binned histogram
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• Top pT and rapidity
• Mass, pT, and 

rapidity of tt system
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shown both as a curve and as a binned histogram
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Small tension between CMS and ATLAS results → under study

[Eur. J. Phys. C73 (2013) 2339] [https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/
CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-099]

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-099
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-099
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-099
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-099
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Electroweak Single Top Production

Direct measurement of CKM matrix element |Vtb|

100% polarized top quarks

PDF constraints via t/t charge ratio

Access to BSM physics (e.g. anomalous couplings)
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Single Top at the Tevatron

Full Run II data analyzed, 
still statistics limited

Consistent s+t channel cross 
section results, e.g.

DØ lepton+jets: 
(4.11+0.60–0.55) pb
CDF lepton+jets: 
(3.04+0.57–0.53) pb

s-channel only cross section:
So far only accessible 
at the Tevatron 
→ “legacy measurement”
CDF and DØ independently: 
3.7σ evidence

22
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[1] PRD 74: 114012, 2006
[2] EPJ C49: 791, 2007
[3] PRD 63: 014018, 2001
[4] PRL 99: 191802, 2007

-1DØ 9.7 fb

[arXiv:1307.0731, to appear in PLB]
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 (pb)t-ch.m
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

 = 8 TeVsATLAS+CMS Preliminary, 

NLO QCD (PRL102(2009)182003)
(PDF)-0.7 

+0.6 (scale)-1.9 
+2.6 85.8

Approx. NNLO (arXiv:1205.3453)
(PDF)-1.7 

+1.5 (scale)-0.7 
+2.1 87.2

)-1ATLAS Preliminary (5.8 fb
 3.6 (lumi)± 17.6(syst) ± 2.4 (stat) ±95.1 

)-1CMS Preliminary (5.0 fb
 4.0 (lumi)± 11.0(syst) ± 5.7 (stat) ±80.1 

ATLAS+CMS combination
 3  (lumi)± 11 (syst) ± 4  (stat) ±85  

[http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/
CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-098]

t-channel cross section: 
Large datasets at the LHC
→ now systematically limited
New: first LHC combination

Associated Wt production:
Established at the LHC (4-6 σ)
ATLAS:  (27.2 ± 5.8) pb
CMS:  (23.4 +5.5–5.4) pb
Theory:  (22.2 ± 1.5) pb

Polarization and anomalous 
couplings → later

t-Channel Single Top Cross Section

http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-098
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-098
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-098
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-098
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Signature Impact

tt + (heavy flavor) jets
QCD test
Background to Higgs and BSM searches

tt + missing transverse energy Heavy BSM particles decaying into top

tt + vector bosons (γ, W, Z)
Electroweak top couplings
Background to Higgs and BSM searches

tt + Higgs Direct measurement of Yukawa couplings

Single top + Higgs Sign of top Yukawa coupling
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Top Pairs + Jets

“Additional jets” = particle jets not pointing back to partons from top decay

Comparison with MC generators
Generally good agreement with MC programs

Renormalization/factorization scale uncertainties seem too conservative

27

Update for publication and 8 TeV result upcoming
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Associated Top-Higgs Production

Small SM production cross section 
(0.13 pb at 126 GeV), many possible final 
states with different signal/background

Best sensitivity: include as many final states 
as possible → statistical combination
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Examples of ttH Final States
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H → γγ: 
small branching fraction, 
but small backgrounds 
and good mγγ resolution
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[ATLAS-CONF-2013-080]

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-080/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-080/
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H → γγ: 
small branching fraction, 
but small backgrounds 
and good mγγ resolution
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ttH → Lepton + ≥6 Jets

H → bb/τ+τ–: 
large branching fraction, 
but large tt + (heavy flavor) jets 
background, large jet combinatorics
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https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-080/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2013-080/
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/Hig13019TWiki
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/CMSPublic/Hig13019TWiki
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ttH Statistical Combination

Combination of 7 and 8 TeV data (CMS) → limit at mH = 125 GeV:
Observed: 3.4 × SM cross section
Expected (without SM Higgs): 2.7 × SM

Best fit cross section:   (→ still compatible with both 0 and 1)

Channel not yet established, huge potential for Run II

30
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Top Properties 
& 

New Physics
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Top Pair Production

Single Top Production

Top + “Something Else”

Top Properties & New Physics
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Top Mass at the Tevatron

Many of today’s analysis methods 
spear-headed at the Tevatron 

Examples: in-situ jet energy scale, 
matrix element method

Tevatron combination 
→ still world’s most precise top mass

Detailed understanding of all 
uncertainties and their correlations
All results consistent within uncertainties
Combined uncertainty: 0.5%

Final word from the Tevatron 
expected in Winter 2014

32
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Top Mass at the LHC
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 [GeV]topm
166 168 170 172 174 176 178 180 1821

10

Tevatron March 2013  0.61± 0.36 ± 0.51 ±173.20 

LHC September 2013  0.88± 0.26 ± 0.23 ±173.29 

-1 = 3.5 fbint   L

CMS 2011, all jets  1.23± 0.69            ±173.49 

-1 = 4.9 fbint   L
CMS 2011, di-lepton  1.46± 0.43            ±172.50 

-1 = 4.9 fbint   L

CMS 2011, l+jets  0.98± 0.33 ± 0.27 ±173.49 

-1 = 4.7 fbint   L
ATLAS 2011, di-lepton  1.50± 0.64            ±173.09 

-1 = 4.7 fbint   L

ATLAS 2011, l+jets  1.35± 0.72 ± 0.23 ±172.31 

-1 - 4.9 fb-1 = 3.5 fb
int

 combination - September 2013,  LtopLHC m

 = 7 TeVsATLAS + CMS Preliminary, 

      (syst.)    (iJES)    (stat.)

LHC has caught up quickly: central top mass value and uncertainty 
comparable to Tevatron → below 1 GeV uncertainty
Plenty of statistics, modeling systematics dominate uncertainty
“World combination” effort started
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Top Mass: Alternative Approaches
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6 S. Alioli et al.: A new observable to measure the top-quark mass at hadron colliders
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Fig. 3. Predictions for R at NLO accuracy using two different PDF
sets (CTEQ6.6, MSTW2008nlo) for mpole

t = 170 GeV. For CTEQ6.6
the uncertainty due to scale variation is shown as band. The ratio be-
tween both predictions is shown together with the scale uncertainty.
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t ,ρs) calculated at NLO accuracy for different masses

mpole
t = 160, 170 and 180 GeV. For mpole

t = 170 GeV the scale and
PDF uncertainties evaluated as discussed in the text are shown. The
ratio with respect to the result for mpole

t = 170 GeV is shown in the
lower plot.

investigate the sensitivity of the distribution R to the top-quark
mass we have calculated R for mpole

t = 160,170,180 GeV. The
result is shown in Fig. 4. As before the three curves need to
cross since the area under each curve is normalized to one. The
crossing happens slightly below ρs ! 0.6. At this point the dis-
tribution is essentially insensitive to the top-quark mass. For
ρs ! 1 we expect that the production of heavier quark masses
is suppressed compared to lighter masses. Indeed the distribu-
tion for mpole

t = 180 GeV is below the central curve while the
160 GeV result lies above the result for 170 GeV. In the high
energy regime, that is for ρs ! 0, we expect the opposite to be
true due to the normalization. For very large energies we ob-
serve that the mass dependence is small as one would naively
expect. From Fig. 4 we conclude that a significant mass de-
pendence can be observed for 0.4 < ρs < 0.5 and 0.7 < ρs. To

ρ
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Fig. 5. The sensitivity S(ρs) of R with respect to the top-quark mass
as defined in Eq. (5).

quantify the sensitivity we studied the quantity

S(ρs) =

∑
Δ=±5"10 GeV

|R (170 GeV,ρs)"R (170 GeV+Δ,ρs)|
2|Δ|R (170 GeV,ρs)

.(5)

The result for S is shown in Fig. 5. For convenience the right
y-axis showsmpole

t #S which is the proportionality factor relat-
ing the relative change in the top-quark mass with the relative
change in R :
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As can be seen in Fig. 5 values up to 25 are reached for mpole
t #

S at ρ ! 0.8. With other words a one per cent change of the
mass translates into a 25 per cent change of the observable R .
The observable is thus five times more sensitive than the inclu-
sive cross section. For comparison, in Fig. 5, we also show the
sensitivity in case R is defined for the t  t inclusive final state.
(In the t  t case we use the definition ρ = 2m0/

$st  t .) As one
can see only in the extreme threshold region—where reliable
theoretical predictions are challenging and also experimental
uncertainties may become large— a similar sensitivity can be
reached. Note that the evaluation of the sensitivity relies on the
assumption of a nearly linear top-quark mass dependence. To
cross check this assumption we have used two different step
sizes in Eq. (5) (5 and 10 GeV). As can be seen from Fig. 5 the
two results are in perfect agreement. For a measurement not
only the sensitivity is important but also the expected theoret-
ical and experimental uncertainty. For example in the extreme
threshold regime a good sensitivity can be expected. However
a reliable theoretical prediction in that regime would require
to go beyond fixed order perturbation theory to resum thresh-
old effects and soft gluon emission. To estimate the impact of
different uncertainties we show in Fig. 6 the quantities

ΔRµ/R (170 GeV,ρs)
S(ρs)

and
ΔRPDF/R (170 GeV,ρs)

S(ρs)
(7)

where ΔRµ and ΔRPDF are the scale and PDF uncertainties of
R (172.5 GeV,ρs). We do not show the region around ρs !

[Eur. Phys. J. C73 (2013) 2438] 

⇢s =
2m0p

stt̄ j
with m0: reference mass scale

sttj: squared ttj invariant mass

Top Mass from tt + 1 Jet Cross Section

R(mpole

t , ⇢s) =

1

�t ¯t+1 jet

d�t ¯t+1 jet

d⇢s

Old discussion: which top mass?
MC mass in kinematic mass 
measurement = pole mass? 
TOP 2013: cease-fire → assumption 
should be ok up to precisions around 
0.5 GeV

Alternative methods being explored
Mass from pair production 
cross section: limited precision
Differential cross section in tt + 1 jet: 
1 GeV precision seems feasible
B meson pT: very sensitive to tt modeling
Average J/ψ + Lepton mass in 
t → Wb → Lepton J/ψ X: 
1 GeV precision only at HL-LHC
Kinematic endpoint of mlb distribution
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Polarization Observables

Top spin “easily” accessible: no hadronization → spin transferred

Standard model top production: tt unpolarized, single top 100% polarized

Expect imprint of BSM physics, e.g. stop or heavy spin-1/2 (T) partner

35
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muon channel only

Single Top: Compatible with 100% Polarization

angle between untagged jet 
and charged lepton 

in top rest frame

Combined with electron channel:
Pl = 0.82 ± 0.12 (stat.) ± 0.32 (syst.)
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Spin Correlations

Polarization in tt production: 
Tops unpolarized but spins correlated
Strength depends on production mechanism (gg vs. qq) and choice of spin basis

36
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 spin correlation measurementstt
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[ATLAS-CONF-2013-101]
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Charge Asymmetry

Top production asymmetries:
SM: small effect (contributes first in NLO)
Tevatron: tops like to move forward
LHC: t rapidity distribution wider than t

37
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[V. Sharyy, TOP 2013]
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Charge Asymmetry

Top production asymmetries:
SM: small effect (contributes first in NLO)
Tevatron: tops like to move forward
LHC: t rapidity distribution wider than t
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Rapidität

tt

Rapidity   Rapidität

t

t

Rapidity   

Tevatron (pp) LHC (pp)

Tevatron: tension 
between measurements 
and calculation (2–3 σ), 
enhancement at high 
invariant tt masses 
→ combination?

LHC: no deviations 
from SM predictions,
measurements 
become systematics 
limited

Tevatron LHC

[V. Sharyy, TOP 2013]

Current state of the art 
in theory: leptonic 
asymmetries, NLO in 
production and decay
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Flavor-Changing Neutral Currents

Top flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) very small in the SM: 
forbidden at tree level, effective GIM suppression in quantum corrections

FCNCs in tt decays: 
Probes tZq, tγq or tHq couplings
E.g. B(t→Zq) < 7×10–4 @ 95% CL
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Flavor-Changing Neutral Currents

Top flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) very small in the SM: 
forbidden at tree level, effective GIM suppression in quantum corrections

FCNCs in tt decays: 
Probes tZq, tγq or tHq couplings
E.g. B(t→Zq) < 7×10–4 @ 95% CL
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Search for Vector-Like Quarks

Heavy vector-like quarks: 
Vector-like: left-/right-handed with symmetric 
couplings, SU(2)×U(1) singlet or doublet
Generic signature, e.g. composite Higgs, 
Little Higgs, extra dimensions, …
Rich phenomenology: 
T → tH, tZ, bW; B → tW, bZ, bH

Typical limits with full Run I dataset
Heavy T mass > 600–850 GeV
Heavy B mass > 400–750 GeV
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There is Much More…

… than I could present in a one-hour talk:
More measurements: QCD parameters from cross section, W polarization
More associated production: tt + bb, W, Z, γ
More searches: charged Higgs, same sign tops, four tops, …
Boosted topologies & searches for heavy tt and tb resonances 
Top as a background to Higgs, SUSY, and exotics searches
…

Check out the LHC and Tevatron experiments’ public material
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic//TopPublicResults
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html
http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/top/top_public_web_pages/top_public.html
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP
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http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html
http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/top/top_public_web_pages/top_public.html
http://www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics/top/top_public_web_pages/top_public.html


Summary & Conclusions

Tevatron: legacy measurements being finalized

LHC Run I: 6 million tops on tape
Mass and cross sections: towards precision top physics 
Top properties: explore connection to Higgs and BSM

LHC Run II: the best is yet to come


